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Abstract This study aimed to elucidate the role of sleep

position as a confounding factor on apnea hypopnea index

(AHI) and surgical success in isolated tongue base or

multilevel surgery. This study was conducted using retro-

spective analysis of patients who underwent hyoid sus-

pension because of obstructive sleep apnea (OSA), in the

St. Lucas Andreas Hospital, Amsterdam, The Netherlands,

from 2004 to 2011. Concurrent surgical treatment was

documented. Sleep positions and corresponding AHIs

before and after surgery were compared. A total of 130

patients were included. 94 patients underwent surgery of

base of tongue and palate (either uvulopalatophar-

yngoplasty or Z-palatoplasty), of whom 72 underwent

concurrent radiofrequent thermotherapy of the base of

tongue. 36 patients underwent base of tongue surgery

alone, of whom 22 underwent concurrent radiofrequent

thermotherapy of the base of tongue. 65 patients either had

a successful reduction in AHI or in AI. Isolated tongue base

or multilevel surgery was as successful on the supine AHI

as it was on the AHI in other sleeping positions. Surgery

was not more successful in the group with position-

dependent patients as compared with the non-position-

dependent patients (P = 0.615). Successful and non-suc-

cessful surgical results could not be explained by variations

in percentages of supine sleep position. Sleep position is

not a confounding factor on surgical outcomes in tongue

base surgery. The results of isolated base of tongue or

multilevel surgery in position-dependent OSA patients

leave room for improvement, possibly through positional

therapy.
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Introduction

Obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) is the most prevalent sleep-

disordered breathing problem, affecting 2–26 % of the

general population, depending on gender, age and defini-

tion of the used criteria [1, 2]. OSA is associated with

significant morbidity, such as excessive daytime sleepiness,

socially unacceptable snoring and impaired quality of life.

Furthermore, if OSA remains untreated, patients are at

higher risk of developing cardiovascular diseases [3, 4]. If

the apnea-hypopnea index (AHI) is greater than 40 the risk

of being involved in traffic accident increases [5, 6].

Bearing this in mind adequate treatment is of key

importance. Conservative treatment of OSA consists of

lifestyle alterations such as weight reduction, abstinence

from alcohol and sedatives and avoidance of supine

sleeping position, where appropriate. Continuous positive

airway pressure (CPAP), introduced in 1981 by Sullivan, is

in many countries regarded as the gold standard in treat-

ment of OSA, with oral device therapy (mandibular repo-

sition appliance, MRA) or surgery in reserve for CPAP

failures [7]. Unfortunately CPAP compliance rates are
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often poor. Weaver and Grunstein report in their review

that 29–83 % of patients are non adherent and use their

CPAP less than 4 h per night [8].

Since treatment remains indicated in patients with

severe OSA with CPAP failure, treatment alternatives are

being explored. A variety of site-specific surgical tech-

niques have been developed. The traditional uvulopalato-

pharyngoplasty (UPPP) or Z-palatopharyngoplasty (ZPP)

can be applied in patients with a palatal obstruction [9]. In

patients with a base of tongue obstruction site, hyoidthy-

roidpexia (HTP), radiofrequent ablation of the base of

tongue or genioglossus advancement (GA), for example,

can be considered.

Traditionally, both subjective (Quality of life, Epworth

Sleepiness Scales, etc.) and objective outcomes [poly-

somnography (PSG) variables] of surgical success are

reported in literature.

Success rates of isolated tongue base surgery and of

multilevel surgery have been extensively reported and vary

between 45 and 62 %, depending on variables such as

baseline AHI, BMI, level and configuration of obstruction

and on the definition of success used [10–15].

Various PSG parameters such as the AHI or desaturation

index (DI) are commonly reported, but rarely attention is

paid to the distribution of the variables (AHI for example)

in the four sleeping positions, namely the supine, left, right

and prone sleep position.

An increasing amount of literature is being published

on the role of sleep position in OSA [16–31]. Cartwright

was the first to define the current positional OSA (POSA)

criteria: an AHI in the worst sleeping position twice or

more as compared with the AHI in the other positions

[20]. In two studies from Israel and the Netherlands a

remarkable steady 56 % of patients have POSA [21, 23,

26]. An additional 30 % of patients have a higher AHI in

supine position than in the other positions, but not twice

as high.

As early as 1978, Harper and Sauerland [32] suggested

that when sleep apnea patients sleep in supine position, the

tongue tends to fall backward against the pharyngeal wall,

due to gravity. Our group recently reported that base of

tongue obstruction or epiglottis obstruction, albeit not

statistically significant, is associated with POSA [33].

We therefore question whether sleeping position may

play a role in poorly understood successes and failures in

sleep surgery, tongue base surgery in particular. We aimed

to elucidate the role of sleep position as a confounding

factor on AHI and surgical success in tongue base surgery

[34].

The aims of this study were to resolve the following:

1. Are unexplained positive or negative outcomes related

to variations in percentages of supine sleep position?

2. What is the effect of tongue base surgery on the AHI in

supine position in comparison to other sleep positions?

3. Is positional OSA a predictor of surgical outcome?

Materials and methods

Patients

We retrospectively reviewed our institutional database of

patients diagnosed with OSA and treated with sleep surgery

in our hospital from 2004 to 2011. The diagnostic work-up

consisted of patient history, physical examination, a full

overnight PSG and midazolam or propofol-induced sleep

endoscopy to evaluate the site(s) of obstruction and further

treatment. In this period (2004–2011) patients were oper-

ated on by different surgeons, but all surgical procedures

were supervised by one and the same surgeon and thus

performed the same way. Patients with moderate to severe

OSA and both retrolingual and retropalatal collapse and

refusal or non-acceptance of NCPAP treatment were

offered multilevel surgical treatment.

In this study we retrospectively included patients with

moderate to severe OSA who had undergone a hyoid sus-

pension [35] with or without additional surgical treatment:

an uvulopalatopharyngoplasty according to Fujita [36] (in

patients with tonsils) or Z-palatoplasty according to

Friedman [37] in patients without tonsils and radiofrequent

ablation of the base of tongue (RFTB) [38].

Polysomnography

Polysomnogram recordings were carried out using a digital

polygraph system (Embla A10, Broomfield, USA), which

recorded the electroencephalogram (FP2-C4/C4-O2), elec-

trooculogram, EKG and submental and anterior tibial elec-

tromyogram. Nasal airflow was measured by a pressure sensor

and arterial oxygen saturation by finger pulse oximetry.

Thoraco-abdominal motion was recorded by straps containing

piezoelectric transducers. Snoring was recorded through a

piezo snoring sensor. Body position was determined by a

position sensor (Sleepsense, St. Charles, USA), which was

attached to the midline of the abdominal wall. This sensor

differentiated between the upright, left side, right side, prone

and supine position. All signals were recorded with DDD

(digital sampling, digital filtering, digital storage) recording

technology, permitting a sample efficiency of 90 % and a

sample rate up to 200 Hz. Storage was done on a PCMCIA

flash-card. Data were downloaded to the computer and ana-

lyzed by dedicated sleep software (Somnologica, Broomfield,

USA) and manually reviewed for analysis by an experienced

sleep investigator.
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Definitions

The recommended diagnostic criteria for obstructive sleep

apnea syndrome included an apnea hypopnea index (AHI)

of five or more and evidence of daytime sleepiness. The

AHI was defined as the mean number of apneas and hyp-

opneas per hour during sleep and apnea as a period of 10 s

or more with a reduction of oronasal airflow of [90 %. A

hypopnea was defined as an episode of more than 30 %

airflow reduction of the baseline (calculated from the pre-

ceding period of 100 s) during at least 10 s. As per the

AASM guidelines AHI thresholds were 5, 15 and 30 events

per hour for mild, moderate and severe levels of OSA,

respectively [39]. Desaturation index was defined as the

number of desaturations C4 % for a minimum of 10 s per hour

of sleep. Full overnight PSG was repeated 3–4 months post-

operatively. Surgical success was defined according to Sher’s

criteria: AHI reduction of at least 50 % and AHI reduction to

below 20 [40]. When using the AI as an outcome measure the

following criteria were applied to define success: reduction by

at least 50 % and below a value of 10.

Statistics

Changes in parameters before and after treatment were

tested with a paired Wilcoxon signed rank test. Differences

between groups were tested with a v2-test in case of cate-

gorical variables and with a Wilcoxon rank sum test in case

of continuous variables. The influence of treatment on

POSA was tested with the McNemar test for matched pairs.

Exact 95 % confidence intervals were calculated for the

success proportions and the (overall) response rates. All

statistical analyses were performed with SPSS (version

15.0). A P value \0.05 was considered to be significant.

Results

We included 130 patients; patient characteristics are shown

in Table 1. 94 patients underwent a combined procedure of

base of tongue and palate, from which 72 underwent con-

current radiofrequent thermotherapy of the base of tongue

(RFTB). 36 Patients underwent base of tongue surgery

alone (HTP), from which 22 underwent concurrent RFTB.

No significant differences in AHI, supine AHI, non-

supine AHI, percentage of supine sleep position, total sleep

time, arousal index and awakenings were found between

the different surgical groups when divided into solely base

of tongue surgery (HTP either with or without concurrent

RFTB) and combined base of tongue and palate surgery

(with either UPPP or ZPP) (Table 2).

The mean AHI of all 130 patients decreased signifi-

cantly from 36.7 (range 9.0–100.9) to 25.1 (P \ 0.001).

AHI in supine position decreased significantly from 51.2 to

39.3 (P \ 0.001). AHI in left position decreased signifi-

cantly from 23.7 to 11.2 (P \ 0.001). AHI in right position

decreased significantly from 21.1 to 14.2 (P \ 0.001). AHI

in prone position decreased significantly from 11.2 to 6.4

(P \ 0.001).

A successful reduction in AHI, according to Sher’s critera

was seen in 49 patients (CI 29.3–46.6 %) and in AI in 54

patients (CI 33.2–50.9 %). Half of the patients (CI

41.1–58.9 %) either had a successful reduction in AHI or in AI.

In general, patients who had a successful reduction in

AHI slept less often in supine position after treatment than

before treatment compared with the patients who did not

have a successful reduction in AHI (P = 0.024). The dif-

ference between the percentage of total sleep time (TST) in

supine position before and after surgery was not significant

within each group (P = 0.126 and 0.124 for both groups,

respectively). The mean difference in AHI before and after

treatment was 26.3/h in the group of patients with a suc-

cessful reduction in AHI, which is significantly higher than

the mean difference in the other group (P \ 0.001). The

mean AHI in supine position decreased by 30.2/h in the

first group, again significantly higher than the difference in

the other group (P \ 0.001). The differences in AHI, AHI

in supine position and AHI in non-supine position before

and after treatment were all significant for the patients with

successful AHI reduction (all P \ 0.001), and not for the

patients in the non-successful group (P = 0.099 total AHI,

P = 0.749 AHI supine, P = 0.052 AHI non supine). The AHI

in left or right position decreased significantly for the suc-

cessful group, whereas AHI in prone position did not. In the

unsuccessfully treated group, the AHI in prone and left posi-

tion did decrease significantly after surgery (Table 2). Total

sleep time, arousal index and number of awakenings did not

change significantly after surgery (data not shown here).

Seventy patients suffered from POSA pre-operatively.

Within this group the total AHI decreased significantly

from 32.7 to 23.7 (P \ 0.001), and the AHI in supine

position decreased significantly from 57.9 to 42.2

(P \ 0.001). The percentage of patients that slept in supine

position did not change significantly after treatment

(P = 0.654). In 34 of the 70 position-dependent patients

Table 1 Baseline characteristics

Variable Mean ± SD

Age (year) 49.9 ± 9.7

BMI (kg/m2) 27.3 ± 2.8

AHI (/h) 36.7 ± 14.4

AHI supine (/h) 51.2 ± 24.8

AHI supine (%) 37.4 ± 24.7

Ratio (male:female) 9:1
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the treatment was successful (CI 36.4–60.1 %) (Table 3).

The other 60 pre-operative non-POSA patients had a sig-

nificantly lower AHI following surgery (P \ 0.001). A

significant decrease of the AHI was seen in all positions

except the AHI in supine position. The difference in supine

AHI before and after treatment between the POSA and

Table 2 Mean values of AHI and AHI in different positions, before and after surgery for different groups of patients

Mean (before) Mean (after) P value (within) Mean (before) Mean (after) P value (within) P value (between)

AHI successfula Yes (n = 49) No (n = 81)

AHI 35.8 9.5 <0.001 37.2 34.5 0.099 <0.001

AHI supine 49.1 18.9 <0.001 52.5 51.6 0.749 <0.001

AHI non supine 23.1 5.1 <0.001 27.7 23.9 0.052 <0.001

AHI prone 4.9 3.5 0.647 15.0 8.1 0.033 0.234

AHI left 18.7 4.9 <0.001 26.8 20.3 0.004 0.077

AHI right 15.9 4.8 <0.001 24.2 19.9 0.137 0.061

% supine sleep position 42.8 36.9 0.126 34.2 37.9 0.124 0.024

AI successfulb Yes (n = 54) No (n = 76)

AI 20.0 2.7 <0.001 21.0 21.9 0.376 <0.001

AHI 34.4 13.1 <0.001 38.3 33.9 0.026 <0.001

AHI supine 51.8 24.1 <0.001 51.5 50.5 0.792 <0.001

AHI non supine 22.7 8.7 <0.001 28.2 22.8 0.011 0.003

AHI prone 10.4 3.4 0.154 11.9 8.5 0.161 0.922

AHI left 21.9 8.3 <0.001 25.4 19.1 0.006 0.029

AHI right 18.5 7.5 0.001 23.3 19.2 0.098 0.141

% supine sleep position 36.8 37.7 0.679 38.4 37.7 0.886 0.720

AHI or AI successful Yes (n = 65) No (n = 65)

AHI 34.8 13.1 <0.001 38.5 37.1 0.501 <0.001

AHI supine 49.8 23.8 <0.001 52.7 54.8 0.498 <0.001

AHI non supine 23.6 8.4 <0.001 28.3 25.2 0.152 <0.001

AHI prone 9.4 3.5 0.115 12.9 9.2 0.197 0.808

AHI left 20.8 8.2 <0.001 26.7 20.9 0.023 0.027

AHI right 18.0 6.9 <0.001 24.2 21.4 0.258 0.071

% supine sleep position 38.2 37.2 0.838 36.7 37.9 0.575 0.565

Positional OSAc Yes (n = 70) No (n = 60)

AHI 32.7 23.7 <0.001 41.3 26.6 <0.001 0.044

AHI supine 57.9 42.2 <0.001 43.5 35.6 0.132 0.107

AHI non supine 14.9 13.3 0.106 38.8 20.8 <0.001 <0.001

AHI prone 4.4 6.3 0.793 19.1 6.4 0.002 0.039

AHI left 16.0 11.6 0.159 32.8 17.9 <0.001 <0.001

AHI right 12.8 13.0 0.501 30.8 15.6 <0.001 0.001

% supine sleep position 43.9 43.9 0.654 29.9 30.1 0.853 0.642

Treatment HTP/HTP ? RFTB (n = 36) HTP ? UPPP/ZPP (n = 94)

AHI 26.7 16.4 <0.001 38.4 26.5 <0.001 0.744

AHI supine 41.4 30.4 0.059 52.9 40.7 <0.001 0.837

AHI non supine 19.8 8.5 0.001 27.0 18.2 <0.001 0.676

AHI prone 9.6 0.5 0.043 11.4 7.4 0.133 0.275

AHI left 15.5 10.8 0.055 25.2 15.2 <0.001 0.474

AHI right 19.0 8.5 0.010 21.5 15.1 0.008 0.365

% supine sleep position 34.2 42.1 0.260 38.0 36.8 0.750 0.162

Boldfaced values are the significant differences before and after treatment within the groups or between the groups
a Reduction in AHI of at least 50 % and to below 20
b Reduction in AI of at least 50 % and to below 10
c AHI supine/AHI non supine [2
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non-POSA groups was not significant (P = 0.107), while

the AHI decreased more for the non-POSA patients

(P = 0.044) (Table 2). Furthermore, in the non-POSA

patients the post-operative decrease in non-supine, prone,

left and right AHI was significant when compared with

these parameters in the POSA patients (P \ 0.001,

P = 0.039, P \ 0.001, P = 0.001).

Surgery was not more successful in the group with posi-

tion-dependent patients than in the other group (P = 0.615)

(Fig. 1). Most positional patients remained positional after

surgery and most non-positional patients remained non-

positional (72.9 and 57.6 %, P = 0.451) (Table 4).

Discussion

The present study is the first which looks into the relation

between tongue base surgery either with or without con-

current palate surgery and sleep position.

Our study population did not solely consist of isolated

base of tongue surgery patients but also included patients

who concurrently underwent palate surgery. Ideally we

would have studied isolated base of tongue surgery. But

most patients we diagnostically worked up for HTP suf-

fered from multilevel obstruction. Although we compared

the isolated base of tongue surgery group with the com-

bined base of tongue and palate surgery group and found

no significant differences between the groups, this is a

limitation of our study.

To our best knowledge only three earlier studies have

been published on the effect of sleep position on outcomes

of palate surgery (UPPP) [34, 41, 43]. So far, no papers

have been published on the combination approach of sleep

surgery and positional therapy (PT).

The overall success rate and overall response rate of this

series of HTP/tongue base surgery with or without con-

comitant palatal surgery in patients with moderate to severe

OSA and CPAP failure are 38 and 60 %, respectively,

which is in the low-normal range compared with previ-

ously reported series [10–15]. Improvement of treatment

outcome is mandatory if treatment intent is ‘‘salvage’’ in

CPAP failures.

It is a clinical reality in sleep surgery that remarkable

differences in outcome can occur amongst patients with

comparable pre-operative AHI, BMI, clinical findings such

as tongue size, tonsil size and drug-induced sleep endos-

copy (DISE) findings [33, 43]. We took a closer look to

evaluate whether discrepancies between expected and

actual outcome could be explained by changes in body

position before and after treatment. For this reason the

patients in the present series were divided into positional

and non-positional groups.

Table 3 Success rates split for different outcomes of positional OSA

Percentage 95 % CI Percentage 95 % CI P value

Positional OSAa Yes (n = 70) No (n = 60)

AHI successful 35.7 24.6–48.1 40.0 27.6–53.5 0.615

AI successful 42.9 31.1–55.3 40.7 28.1–54.3 0.803

AHI or AI successful 48.6 36.4–60.1 51.7 38.4–64.7 0.725

The P values denote the difference in these rates between the two groups
a AHI supine/AHI non supine [2

Fig. 1 Distribution of surgical success amongst POSA and non-

POSA patients

Table 4 Effect of surgery on position-dependency

Positional OSAa Post treatment P value

No Yes

n % n %

Pre treatment No 34 57.6 25 42.4 0.451

Yes 19 27.1 51 72.9

a AHI supine/AHI non supine [2
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In general, in both positional and non-positional patients,

the percentage supine sleep position remained remarkably

constant after surgery and remarkable successes or failures

could not be explained by considerable changes in percentage

supine position. In conclusion, surgery did not influence

patient’s position-dependency (Table 4).

Hyoid suspension is traditionally thought to exert its

effect by increasing the retrolingual airway space. We

hypothesised therefore that in successful surgery, more

outspoken decreases in AHI would be found in the supine

position, than in other sleep positions.

Our results show that HTP did not have better effect on

the supine AHI in comparison with the AHI in other

sleeping position components. When surgery was either

successful or non-successful, the reduction in AHI was

uniform in all sleeping positions.

Earlier Stuck et al. reported that MRI studies do not

show enlargement of the retrolingual airway space fol-

lowing HTP. These authors concluded that the effect of

HTP was in increased general stabilization of the upper

airway, not an enlargement of the retrolingual airway [44].

Our present findings provide further support for this con-

cept. However, our follow-up was relatively short

(3–4 months). Further research, to evaluate long term

results is ongoing.

POSA occurs in 56 % [26] of OSA patients. PT as

treatment for POSA is gaining momentum [30]. After

surgical failure in positional patients, a further decrease of

the AHI can theoretically be accomplished by prevention

of the supine sleep position. This leads to the concept of

multimodality treatment. Theoretically, in POSA, multi-

level surgery with PT would achieve better results than

surgery or PT alone. This is in concordance with earlier

research papers in palate surgery. Katsantonis et al. [41]

studied the effect of UPPP on sleep posture and differences

in uvulopalatopharyngoplasty (UPPP) results in various

sleep positions in a small series of 17 patients. They found

that following UPPP, the AHI significantly improved in the

lateral position. They also found that during sleep in a

supine position, the AHI did not show significant

improvement. They conclude that UPPP enhances the

position effect on OSA because it readily eliminates

obstructive events in the lateral sleep position. In other

words, the difference in AHI in supine and non-supine

positions are more pronounced postoperatively. They are of

opinion that additional positional therapy could signifi-

cantly improve response to treatment with UPPP. Lee et al.

[34] studied the effect of sleep position on surgical out-

comes as well. They studied 69 consecutive patients who

underwent a UPPP. After categorizing the patients into four

groups according to the change in AHI after surgery, they

found that the failure group had a higher proportion of

supine position dependency than any other group. In a

second paper published by the same group, results show

that UPPP is a successful treatment for obstructive events

occurring in the lateral sleep position, especially in patients

without positional dependency [42]. A suggestion is made

that patients who have become position-dependent may

benefit from positional therapy after UPPP.

Until recently, PT consisted of the ‘‘tennis ball tech-

nique’’. A variety of tennis balls, squash balls, shark fins,

special pajamas and vests all had the same concept of a

bulky mass worn on the back. All these devices have in

common that they are not comfortable, disrupt sleep

architecture and the long-term compliance is a disap-

pointing 10 % [45]. A recent paper by our group for the

first time showed that a small buzzing device worn in the

neck can prevent supine sleeping position without dis-

rupting sleep [30].

Conclusion

The difference between the percentage of total sleep time

in supine position before and after surgery was not sig-

nificant. The differences in AHI, AHI in supine position

and AHI in non-supine position before and after treatment

were all significant for the patients with successful AHI

reduction (all P \ 0.001), and not for those patients in the

non-successful group (P = 0.099 total AHI, P = 0.749

AHI supine, P = 0.052 AHI non supine).

Isolated tongue base or multilevel surgery was as suc-

cessful on the supine AHI as it was on the AHI in other

sleeping positions.

Surgery was not more successful in the group with

position-dependent patients as compared with the non-

position-dependent patients (P = 0.615). Successful and

non-successful surgical results could not be explained by

variations in percentages of supine sleep position.

Surgery was not more successful in the group with

position-dependent patients than in the non-position-

dependent group (P = 0.615).

From this retrospective analysis we conclude that sleep

position is not a confounding factor on surgical outcomes

in tongue base surgery.

The results of base of tongue or multilevel surgery in

position-dependent OSA patients leave room for

improvement, possibly through positional therapy. Further

research on the combined effect of multilevel surgery and

positional therapy is ongoing.
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